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Background and Purpose 
This Localization Reference Guide is designed to provide an overview of the localization capabilities 
within the Risk Assess application. It is intended to define and provide guidance on the following: 

• Define what localization is, and is not. 
• Identify attributes within the application that can be localized. 
• Recommend best practices for localization within Risk Assess. 

This document will cover the basic concepts of localization only. Specific questions pertaining to 
localization for an individual Risk Assess client should be directed to either the Coupa Engagement 
Manager or Coupa Customer support Department. 

NOTE: Localization of the applications Evaluator UI is a licensed capability and requires an annual subscription 
fee per language, which does not include translation or Advisory Services. 

Definition of Terms 
When discussing ‘localization’ in terms of Risk Assess, it is important to understand the difference 
between the following terms: 

• Translation is the process of converting one language to another. This work can be 
accomplished by a third party (person). 

• Localization is the ability to change the text (words, number formatting, etc.) and 
adapt/match a specific language culture. This is a function of the software and is not controlled 
by a third party (person). The Risk Assess system supports different culture-specific number 
formats (i.e., in German culture (de), users are shown commas instead of decimals in numbers). 

• Parent Culture(s) are referred to by Risk Assess to denote a specific parent language available 
for localization or translation; for example: English and French. 

• Sub-Culture(s) are used by Risk Assess to denote children languages available for localization or 
translation. All sub-cultures are tied to Risk Assess’ parent culture. For example: The children 
sub-cultures, ‘fr-FR (French – France)’ and ‘fr-CA (French – Canada)’ are tied to the parent 
culture ‘fr’. 

• NOTE: If a user selects a sub-culture as their user profile culture setting, but no localization of 
that sub-culture exists, then the application defaults to the parent culture. If no localized parent 
culture exists, then the application defaults to the application default of ‘English’. 

Localization Basics 
Before localization and translation of the Risk Assess user interface (UI) or components within the 
application can begin, purchased cultures must be enabled for use. Coupa Customer Support or the 
Engagement Manager will work with each customer to ensure the appropriate cultures are enabled in 
each customer environment. 

Only enabled customer cultures are available for a user to select in their user profile or for a customer 
to translate and customize emails, User Defined Fields (UDFs), program components, etc. 
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Cultures 
Risk Assess currently supports the following cultures: 

SETUP CODE DISPLAY NAME 
ar Arabic 
hy-AM Armenian (Armenia) 
az-Latn-AZ Azeri (latin, Azerbaijan) 
bn-BD Bengali/Bangla 
bg Bulgarian 

zh-CN 
Chinese (Simplified, People’s 
Republic of China) 

zh-TW Chinese (Traditional, Taiwan) 
hr Croatian 
cs-CZ Czech 
da Danish 
nl Dutch 
en English 
tt Estonian 
fi Finnish 
fr-CA French (Canada) 
fr-FR French (France) 
ka-GE Georgian (Georgia) 
de German 
el Greek 
he Hebrew 
hu Hungarian 
is-IS Icelandic (Iceland) 
id Indonesian 
it Italian 
ja Japanese 
ko Korean 
lv Latvian 
lt Lithuanian 
Ms-my Malay (Malaysia) 
no Norwegian 
pl Polish 
pt-BR Portuguese (Brazil) 
pt-PT Portuguese (Portugal) 
ro Romanian 
ru Russian 
sr Serbian 
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SETUP CODE DISPLAY NAME 
sr-Cyrl-RS Serbian (Cyrillic, Serbia) 
sr-Latn-CS Serbian (Latin, Serbia) 
si-LK Sinhala 
sk Slovak 
sl Slovenian 
es Spanish (Mexico) 
es-ES Spanish (Spain) 
sv Swedish 
th Thai 
tr Turkish 
uk-UA Ukrainian (Ukraine) 
vi Vietnamese 

NOTE: An Excel spreadsheet of Unsupported Cultures is available in the Appendix of this reference 
guide. 
 
Browser Culture 
The Risk Assess application is designed to work with a user’s browser culture setting. This function is 
controlled by the customer from the Admin > Company Information and Settings. If the “Use Browser 
Culture” setting is indicated (at the tenant level), then the system will automatically set the user’s 
Profile culture to match the culture setting in the user’s web browser. 

Below is a screenshot of this tenant level setting: 
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For example: Customer X has enabled the ‘Use Browser Culture’ setting on their Company Information 
and Settings page. User ‘A’ has a personal browser culture of Italian set on their machine. Upon logging 
into Risk Assess, the system will automatically set User A’s profile culture to Italian. 
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Browser culture also determines the display of Risk Assess’s Login page. The example screenshot, 
immediately below, represents a user with a browser culture setting of ‘French-France’. 

 
User Interface (UI) Localization 
Purchased cultures provide a ‘limited evaluator user interface (UI)’ localization experience. This means 
that only portions of the Risk Assess UI are localized, and this localization is limited to the evaluator 
experience. 

The bullet list, below, includes the specifics of what is and is not included in the limited supplier UI. 

UI Localization included: 
• Pre login 

o Login page (uses browser culture setting) 
o Forgot password page 

• Password reset page 
• Main tabs (Labels only) 

o Home, Analytics, Supplier, Engagement, Relationship, Products, Programs, Reports, 
Program Admin, Admin 

• Top-right menu labels 
o Welcome text 
o Profile 
o Alerts 
o Help (label only, not content) 
o Sign Out 
o Search label only 

• Footer 
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o About Risk Assess (label only) 
o Security (label and content) 
o Terms of Service (label and content) 
o Privacy Statement (label and content) 
o Maintenance Schedule (label and content) 

• Home page (Labels only) 
o Tabs (Action Items, Personal, Analytics) 
o Action Items: all labels on the dashboard 
o Personal: All widget text when the user goes to choose the widget to adds to Personal 

dashboard (limited to evaluator facing widgets only) 
§ AdHoc Report Viewer 
§ RSS Reader 
§ CNN 
§ Tag Cloud 
§ HTML 
§ Supplier Request 
§ Advanced Program Management (training) 

o Analytics label 
• Evaluation, Approval, Action Plans pages (labels only) 

o Delegation option 
o Detailed status option 
o Change log option 
o Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) / Requirement collaboration 
o Action Plan page (completion of an action plan) 

NOTE: Widgets not included as part of the evaluator facing UI, noted above, are available for 
localization at additional cost to the customer. Contact Coupa Customer Support for additional 
information. 

UI Localization excluded (client can control): 
• Localization of emails 
• Attestation text 
• UDFs 
• Information Profile Fields 
• Field Level help as added to UDF, Info Profile, or programs 
• Program language localization (Questions / Responses) 
• Lists of Values / Set up data as provided by customer 
• Third Party Bank (licensed module) 
• Standard Risk Assess fields (e.g., Corporate Name, Phone, Fax, Website, etc.) 

Localization Project Best Practices 
Getting Started 
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Before any application localization can begin it is the client’s responsibility to obtain the necessary 
translations for all client controlled localization (i.e., anything that is not included as part of the limited 
evaluator UI). The method for obtaining the necessary translations is client specific, some options 
include: 

• Spreadsheets 
• XML files 
• Microsoft Word documents 

High Level Process 

Most localization projects will follow a similar process from start to finish with some small differences 
per customer. Below is a generic high level timeline of the end to end localization process including 
details of each step. 

NOTE: All ‘days’ are approximate and can vary by client, outsourced provider, etc. 

 

• Determine desired localized languages (five business days) 
o Refer to the current list of available Risk Assess cultures 

• Obtain the necessary translations (15 business days) 
o It is up to the customer to obtain and fund an outside company to make the necessary 

translations 
o This step needs to be completed after the program KPIs, UDFs, program components 

and emails have been finalized 
o Customer and Coupa work together to provide the KPI, component, UDF, email verbiage 

that need to be translated 
o Timing for this step is dependent on the customer (obtaining funding, sourcing a third 

party localization firm, etc.) and the third party Localization company (turn-around time, 
etc.) 

• Localize program KPIs (three business days) 
o This step is needed if there are individual KPIs contained in the program that the 

customer wants to be localized (single program versus. multiple programs) 
§ Example: KPI 1.1 – Does your company provide translation services? 
• This text is not automatically localized by the application. Therefore, if the 

customer has a program that contains individual KPIs to be localized, then they 
must create a program for each language they want localized. 

o The time associated with this step will vary depending on the number of programs to be 
localized 

Determine 
desired 

localized 
languages 

Obtain the 
necessary 

translations 

Localize 
program KPIs 

5 business days 15 business days

Localize 
program 

components 

3 business days3 business days

Localize 
custom emails 

Review & test 
localization 

5 business days3 business days

34 business days from start to finish
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• Localize program components (three business days) 
o The time associated with this step will vary depending on the number of program 

components to be localized 
• Localize custom emails (three business days) 

o The time associated with this step will vary depending on the number of custom emails 
to be localized 

• Review & test localization (five business days) 
o The time associated with this step will vary depending on the number of programs to be 

tested 

XML Tags 
When translating program content, the following is the list of tags whose content should be forwarded 
to the translation team/vendor. 

KPIList 
 • Value xsi:type="xsd:string" under: <parameters><Entry> <Key 

xsi:type="xsd:string">performanceName</Key> 
 • m_Description 
 • m_PerfCategory 
 • m_PerfCategory 
FormFields 
 • FieldDisplayName 
ComponentParameters 
 • literaltext 
 • listofvalues 
Cultures 
 • Culture (enter in the appropriate culture abbreviation; e.g es, de, etc.) 

TIP: Before a program XML is exported, it is recommended that a ‘placeholder’ program component be 
created in all languages to be supported. An XML section for each component-language combination 
will thus be created automatically in the XML file, and the translation company does not need to be 
instructed on how to construct an XML section for each component language combination. The system 
does the construction automatically and then the translation company simply translates each section 
into the section’s specified language. 

Client Controlled Localization 
As noted above, there is content within the application where localization is controlled by the customer. 
Localization of this content can be managed through the UI or, in some cases, with import templates. 

Details on how to localize this content are provided below. 

NOTE: Import templates can be found in either the Risk Assess Test or Production environments under 
Community > Libraries. 

Attestation Text 
Every external program created in Risk Assess includes an Attestation that the external user must 
acknowledge before the evaluation can be submitted. The Attestation text is both customizable and 
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localizable through the application UI. The appropriate localized attestation text will then be displayed 
to the external user based upon the users profile culture setting. 

From the Admin > Program Acceptance Text Management page, click the New button. The Program 
Acceptance Text page will display. Select the appropriate choices from the dropdown menus that 
correspond to the localized attestation to be created. Enter the localized text. When complete, save 
the localized attestation. Repeat as needed for each culture needed. 

 
Emails 
There are two types of customizable emails in Risk Assess, those that can be modified via the UI (Admin 
> Custom Email Text Management) and those that require Coupa Operations involvement. Which 
localized email version a user receives from the application is determined by their user profile culture 
setting. 

Information on how to localize each of these email types has been provided below. 

NOTE: If a localized version of email does not exist for a user’s selected profile sub-culture, then the 
default localized parent culture version of the email is sent. If no localized parent culture version of the 
email exists, then the application default is sent (English). Refer to the Risk Assess Email Notification 
Reference Guide under Community > Libraries > Reference Guides for details on each customizable 
email. 

UI Emails 
Risk Assess custom emails can be localized in two ways: 

• Through the UI 
• Via XML 

Instructions for each method are provided, immediately below. 

UI Localization 
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From the Admin > Custom Email Text Management page, create a ‘new’ custom email. The screen 
below will appear. Select the appropriate choices from the dropdown menus that correspond to the 
localized email to be created. Enter the email subject and text. When done, save the localized email. 

 
TIP: It is best to not copy/paste text from documents like Microsoft Word, etc. because this action 
brings in additional XML code which is not required and makes the email XML files difficult to read and 
manage in the future. 

 

 

 

XML Localization 

Risk Assess custom emails can be exported from the Admin > Migration Utilities > Custom Email Export 
and Import page. Once all emails have been exported an XML file will be automatically generated 
which can be used to localize the email(s) as needed into other Risk Assess supported cultures. 

Below is a screenshot highlighting the text (between tags) that needs to be translated or modified for 
each culture. Translate anything between the <messagebody> tags and <messagesubject> tags. Modify 
only the culture abbreviation between the <name> tag and <culture> tag. 

Example of English custom email XML: 
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Example of localized Spanish custom email XML: 

 
NOTE: Do not translate anything between the ! characters (e.g !LINK!) 

Coupa Operations Emails: 
Reach out to either of the below and provide them as much of the following as possible; Email Name, 
Email Subject, Email body: 

• Contact the Coupa support department 
• Contact the appropriate Engagement Manager (for in-process implementations) 

Coupa Operations will provide the appropriate email XML file(s) to be localized. Open the XML file in a 
text editor (i.e., Notepad or Notepad++) and modify the email as desired. Be advised that it is best to 
not copy/paste text from documents like Microsoft Word, etc. because this action brings in additional 
XML code which is not required and makes the email XML files difficult to read and manage in the 
future. 

Save the XML file and return to either the Coupa support department or Engagement Manager for 
upload into the Test environment. Once available in the Test environment, review and provide 
approval to load to Production environment. 

NOTE: There should be one XML file per culture. 
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TIP: Once the translation modifications are made and saved, open the document and view the file. If 
the file displays correctly in an HTML window then changes were made correctly. If the file errors, then 
there is an issue with the saved file that needs to be corrected. 

Below is an example of XML file for the ‘English (en)’ culture. Text in black indicates the English text to 
be replaced with the appropriate translation. 

 

UDFs & Program Components 

UDFs 
Risk Assess clients have the ability to create custom fields, called UDFs, from within the application. 
These UDFs can also be localized which will then display them in a language other than English to a 
user (based users profile culture setting) when used in a program or viewed in the application UI. 

To localize UDFs navigate to Admin > Configuration Management > Data Dictionary Management-Field. 
Search for and select the appropriate UDF ‘field name’. For each English culture UDF, click on the 
localize button (lightning bolt) icon. 

 
At a minimum, enter the information highlighted below, selecting the appropriate culture for the item 
translation and replacing any of the English text with the appropriate culture translations. When done, 
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click ‘save’. A new culture entry will be created for the existing UDF field name. Repeat for each 
culture/field name as needed. 

NOTE: The required/necessary fields to provide translations for will change based on the UDF type 
selected. 

TIP: Review the ‘Viewing UDFs & Components in Reports’ section below for understanding required 
setup if viewing localized responses in English in reports/UI is needed. 

 

Program Components 
Program components are frequently used when creating programs in the Risk Assess application. 
These components allow for greater flexibility in creating custom question displays, etc. Because 
recipients of Risk Assess programs are often users outside of the English speaking world, Risk Assess 
allows for localization of all program components. These components can also be localized which will 
then display them in a language other than English to a user (based users profile culture setting) when 
used in a program or viewed in the application UI. 

To localize Program Components, navigate to Admin > Program Component Library. Search for and 
select the appropriate component ‘field name’. For each English culture component, click on the 
localize button (lightning bolt) icon. 
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At a minimum, enter the information highlighted below, selecting the appropriate culture for the item 
translation and replacing any of the English text with the appropriate culture translations. When done, 
click ‘save’. A new culture entry will be created for the existing program component field name. Repeat 
for each culture/field name as needed. 

NOTE: The required/necessary fields to provide translations for will change based on the UDF type 
selected. The newly created culture program component is displayed as a ‘sub-component’ to the 
English version of the program component. In order to view localized program components locate the 
English version of the same component and then ‘expand’ the component by clicking on ‘>’ icon. 

TIP: Review the ‘Viewing UDFs & Components in Reports’ section below for understanding required 
setup if viewing localized responses in English in reports/UI is needed. It is recommended that before a 
program XMLl is exported a ‘placeholder’ program component is created in all languages which are to 
be supported. This way, an xml section for each component-language combination is created 
automatically in the XML file, and the translation company does not need to be instructed on how to 
construct an XML section for each component language combination. The system does the 
construction automatically and then the translation company simply translates each section into the 
section’s specified language. 
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Viewing UDFs & Components in Reports 
When localizing program components, the below should be followed. 

If using any of the ‘Setup Data’ components, highlighted below then the user can employ the 
component normally with no additional text, etc. 

 
If using any of the regular program components (that are not Setup Data components), the user must 
include some additional information in the component. 

For example: 

For an English language yes/no component, the component options would appear as 
Yes^Yes~1|No^No~0. 

For the same component in the German language, the component options would appear as 
Ja^Yes~1|Nine^No~0. 

This is because when a German evaluator completes the evaluation and submits answers in 
German the English sender of the program wants to see the responses in English (both in the UI 
and in reports). To accomplish this with the regular components, the user must write them as 
shown above. If using the “setup data” components, then the user does not need to add the 
additional text, etc. because the ability to display the German responses in English is already 
coded into the app. 

NOTE: Right to Left languages (Arabic & Hebrew) require the component options to appear as 
follows: 1~Yes^ ןכ  |0~No^ אל  

Setup Data (List of Values) 
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The Risk Assess application supports the ability to localize list so values, commonly known as Setup 
Data. This functionality provides the ability to have a single list of values created but display them in a 
language other than English to a user (based users profile culture setting). 

To localize Setup Data navigate to Admin > Setup Data Management. Select the appropriate code from 
the dropdown menu. For each English culture Setup Code, click on the localize button (lightning bolt) 
icon. 

 
At a minimum, enter the required information highlighted below, selecting the appropriate culture for 
the item translation. When done, click ‘save’. A new culture entry will be created for the existing Setup 
Code. Repeat for each culture/Setup Code as needed. 

 

 
Standard Fields 
Standard Risk Assess fields consist of any fields that are available by default within the application. 
Examples include: Corporate Name, Phone, Fax, Website, Relationship Name, Product, Engagement, 
Supplier Number, Supplier Diversity, etc. 

Only Coupa Operations can localize standard Risk Assess fields. If the customer requires localization of 
standard fields, they can accomplish one of the following and provide the field names to be localized: 

• Contact the Coupa support department 
• Contact the appropriate Engagement Manager (for in-process implementations) 

Coupa Operations will provide the appropriate XML file which includes the requested field names to be 
localized. Open the XML file in a text editor (i.e., Notepad or Notepad++) and replace the English text in 
the XML file with the correct translations. Save the XML file and return to either the Coupa support 
department or Engagement Manager for upload into the Test environment. Once available in Test, 
review and provide approval to load to Production environment. 
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NOTE: There should be one XML file per culture. 

TIP: Once the translation modifications are made and saved, open the document and view the file. If 
the file displays correctly in an HTML window then changes were made correctly. If the file errors then 
there is an issue with the saved file that needs to be corrected. 

Below is an example of modified XML file for the ‘Spanish (es)’ culture. Text highlighted in yellow 
indicates the English text which was replaced with the Spanish translation. 

 

Programs 
Risk Assess programs can be localized following one of two methods, depending on the preferred final 
outcome of the program. Consider the below before beginning any program localization project: 

• Question conditionality is not required 
• Individual line item questions are not required (i.e., every question can be created/answered 

via a program component, UDF or standard Risk Assess field/object) 

If the above can be answered with “YES” then a SINGLE program can be used. 

• Question conditionality is required 
• Individual line item questions are required (this is needed for conditionality) 

If the above can be answered “YES,” then MULTIPLE programs will be required. 

NOTE: Keep in mind that “multiple programs” will be individual program in the Risk Assess application. 
Any changes to program components, scoring, etc. may require the update of individual program. 

The simplest approach to program localization is to create a SINGLE program. By doing so, there is no 
need to determine which localized program a user should receive since the application will determine 
what localized components, UDFs, etc. are displayed in the program to the user based on their user 
profile culture setting. 

However, a single localized program is not always an option and the business process or client may 
require individually localized program which equate to MULTIPLE programs in Risk Assess. Multiple 
localized programs require additional work to create, manage, and control (i.e., how to determine 
which localized program a user should receive as this is no longer controlled by user profile culture). 

Once the determination is made on which program localization method to use the below guidance can 
be leveraged. 

NOTE: Program categories should not be localized. 
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Single Program 
Creating a single localized program is fairly simple. Following the below steps is typically the best 
approach. 

• Create the English version of the program, including all UDFs, components, custom emails and 
attestation text, rules, assignment defaults, etc. When finalized, continue with the below steps 

• Create the localized setup data (list of values) 
• Create the localized program components 
• Create the localized UDFs (includes activation of UDFs in an IM program) 
• Create the localized attestation text 
• Create the localized custom emails 
• Create the localized system emails and standard fields 
• When the second through seventh steps preceding are completed, re-activate the English 

version of the program. Re-activation will bring in all of the localized UDFs, setup data and 
program components. The single localized program is now ready for testing 

Multiple Programs 
Creating multiple localized programs is not much more complex then creating a single program, 
although requires additional time and testing. Following the below steps is typically the best approach. 

• Create the English version of the program, including all line item questions, conditionality, 
UDFs, components, custom emails and attestation text, rules, assignment defaults, etc. When 
finalized, continue with the below steps 

o Make the English version of the program a ‘program template’. This will allow the 
program to be selected on Step 1 of the Program Wizard as a ‘template’ to build the 
localized versions from 

• Create the localized Setup Data (list of values) 
• Create the localized program components 
• Create the localized UDFs (includes activation of UDFs in an IM program) 
• Create the localized attestation text 
• Create the localized custom emails 
• Create the localized system emails and standard fields 
• Create a new program and give it a unique title. Use the English version of the same program as 

a template 
• Translate any line item questions in the new program 
• Ensure conditionality is retained after localization of line item question.ns. Modify if needed 
• Duplicate/modify assignment defaults on the localized program 
• Duplicate/modify enrollment rules on the localized program 
• The first localized program is now ready for testing 
• Repeat the preceding eighth through twelfth steps for each additional localized program 

needed 
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NOTE: Program components or UDFs that reference a document attachment need to be updated to 
include the new translated attachments where applicable. 

TIP: It is recommended that before a program XML is exported a ‘placeholder’ program component is 
created in all languages which are to be supported. This way, an XML section for each component-
language combination is created automatically in the xml file, and the translation company does not 
need to be instructed on how to construct an XML section for each component language combination. 
The system does the construction automatically and then the translation company simply translates 
each section into the section’s specified language. 

Third Party Bank 
The Third Party Bank module in Risk Assess provides the ability to support and customize the collection 
of 3rd party banking information for configured countries (via setup data) within the application. The 
banking fields for each configured country can be localized and presented to an evaluator in any of the 
Risk Assess supported cultures. 

NOTE: Third Party Bank is a separately licensed module. 

The Third Party Bank object can be accessed via Admin > Configuration Data Management > Third 
Party Bank Configuration. Click the Import button to import the appropriately completed import 
template. 

Please refer to the Community tab in the Risk Assess environments to download a copy of the Third 
Party Bank import template, which includes detailed instructions. 

Migrating Localized Content 
Migration of localized features in the application can be accomplished in one of the methods indicated 
below, depending on the localized item to be migrated. 

Coupa Operations: 

• System emails 
• Standard fields 

Automatically (via imports): 

• Programs 
• Program components 
• Setup Data Lists 
• Custom Emails 

NOTE: Program components or UDFs that reference a document attachment need to be translated and the 
components updated to include the new attachments where applicable. 

Manually: 

• UDFs 
• Attestation Text 
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NOTE: Program components or UDFs that reference a document attachment need to be translated and the 
components updated to include the new attachments where applicable. 
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Appendix 
The below documents may be helpful: 

Supported Languages & Culture type codes: 

 
Unsupported Languages & Culture type codes: 

 
 

Supported 
Languages.xlsx

Unsupported 
Languages.xlsx


